Act 1
Chapter 1: The Black PC
After hearing information about a secret event, you headed to the Scales Temple with partner Cocole.
Just what the heck did the two of you find there?!

Area 1: North Challusk Highway
Cocole
Player
NAVICO

By the way, did you hear?
Recently there have been rumors that a black player-character has emerged
and is hunting players.
・・・?
I don't think I heard about that.
My master is out of touch with current events around here.
Area 2: Scales Forest

Cocole
NAVICO

The character information of an attacked PC gets deleted!
How scary!
It's such a dangerous world, isn't it?
Area 3

Cocole
NAVICO
Cocole
NAVICO

I wonder if the next character to be deleted by the Black PC will be a
rabbit-eared girl.
Oh dear, I'm getting stressed out!
“Oh dear...”? Granny...
Pardon, NAVICO?
Nothing.
Area 4

NAVICO

When you align all the fragments of a book of secrets, it seems you obtain
some new piece of equipment.
Area 5

NAVICO The way to get a fragment of the book of secrets...
...is to find one on a quest.
Or take one in a duel with another player.

And there are more than just these two ways.
Area 6
What could this legendary book of secrets be?
This walking stick is good.
NAVICO It's good that my master doesn't have to take your hand!
Player
?!
Cocole
You're surprisingly mean...
Cocole

Area 7
Are your WP okay?
We can't proceed if your WP run out.
You recover 1 WP (Walking Points) every 3 minutes! Your WP and DP
(Duel Points) meters will refill when you level up! Level up as you
NAVICO
adventure! When you level up, your WP, DP and HP (Hit Points) also go up!
That's always a good thing!
Cocole

Area 8
If you want to immediately restore your WP, you can use a WP pot! You can
get WP Pots when you clear an area, or you can buy them at the shop! You
NAVICO
collect your rewards from the Home screen and use them as much as you
like! Please try going to the shop to check it out!
Area 9
Cocole
Mysterious
Female PC
Cocole
Mysterious
Female PC
Cocole

Huh? Someone's coming.
Oh, hello.

Hello.
From the looks of you...
Might you be beginners in The World?
Well, you could say we are and we aren't.
I see.
Mysterious
There are many things to see and do while adventuring, so please keep
Female PC
playing and enjoy yourselves!

Area 10: In Front of the Scales Temple
Cocole
Player

The Scales Temple... is in ruins...
?!
This looks strange somehow...
Cocole
The Black PC?!
I'm being attacked!
Black PC Grrrr.... arrrrgh!
What is this guy?! An event character?!
Elemia
He's not listening to us!
Cocole
I'll go get help!
You battle the Black PC
Area 11
Elemia
Elemia

I appreciate your help. Thank you very much.
Huh? My right hand doesn't work?!
There was a rumor that character data that was attacked by the Black PC
Cocole
would go funny...
I wonder if the rumors were true.
There's a healing lake north of here called Rill Lake.
NAVICO
How about trying to recover there?
I've come this far, so I'll keep going with you.
Cocole
Sound good?
You nod in agreement.
Elemia
You have my gratitude.

Chapter 2: Water! Water! Water!
Area 1: Scales Forest
Elemia
Cocole

We're cutting through the woods?!
It's a shortcut, a shortcut!

Area 2
Cocole
Elemia
Cocole
Elemia
Cocole
Cocole

Your hand... isn't working at all?
Oh, it's only where I was attacked by the Black Name.
Black Name?
Oh, that guy's character name was displayed in a black box but the name
itself was not displayed.
That's scary! The Black PC's name was also black...
It'll be hard to know what the Black PC's name is.
We should call this PC “Black Name” from now on.
Area 3

Cocole
Elemia
Cocole
Elemia

I wonder if Black Name is an event NPC.
No, that's a bad specification for an event, isn't it?
Was he a deleted character?
It's just a rumor.
But, I just looked at my hand and it still can't move...
The rumor's credibility went up.
Area 4

NAVICO Try strengthening units by combining them!
Area 5
NAVICO There are two types of synthesis!
NAVICO They are Level-Up Synthesis and Skill-Up Synthesis!
Area 6
In Level-Up Synthesis you dispose of an extra unit to strengthen a chosen
unit!
Since it's easy to get to level 20, it's good to evenly level-up those units of
NAVICO
high rarity first!
NAVICO

Area 7
NAVICO Use the same units in Skill-up Synthesis and the skill's level will increase!

NAVICO Be careful though. Skill-up Synthesis may not always succeed!
NAVICO There's a higher success rate when the level is lower!
Area 8: Damp Forest
NAVICO
Elemia
Cocole
Player

When you level up, your WP and DP are restored together!
...Whose Navi-character is this?
That one there. That. One. There.
?!
Area 9

Elemia

Usually Navi characters are unnecessary after a week of playing.
I'm going to have to ask you to leave.
Cocole
Though this NAVICO is a little different, so she's more interesting.
Cocole You talk funny and you're pretty rude.
NAVICO So I've heard, Cocole.
Area 10
Cocole It's in view. Not much farther now.
Area 11: Rill Lake
Rill Lake! We made it!
Ohh, what a beautiful spring! I've been healed immediately!
Is that so? Really?
Kouichi
I am the most beautiful in this world!
Cocole Come on, Elemia, come recover.
Kouichi Hey, listen.
Elemia It's so nice to heal up...
Kouichi I said listen!
NAVICO Please hurry and get in here, Master!
You're not allowed to ignore me!
Kouichi
You fools think you're more beautiful than me?!
Cocole

You battle Kouichi

Area 12
Kouichi
Cocole
Elemia
Elemia
NAVICO
Kouichi
Elemia
Kouichi
Cocole
Kouichi
Kouichi
Cocole
Kouichi

Hmph!
Now, to continue our treatments...
...
It seems we can't...
There's some pest.
You, was that wound caused by the Black PC?
How do you know that?!
My beautiful face had been attacked by the Black PC.
I received a scar just like yours.
There's no scar on your face, is there?
How did you heal it?
There's an NPC doctor in a forgotten field in the wilderness south of here.
It seems this NPC can also treat wounds received from the Black PC.
So, you can just thank me now by acknowledging my beauty.
Let's go... south!
Hey, listen to me!

Chapter 3: Wolf of the Wilderness
Area 1: Damp Forest
NAVICO But, “acknowledge my beauty” is a new expression.
I wonder if it's a version of “love me.”
Cocole
But I wonder if we should actually “acknowledge his beauty.
NAVICO He's an enigma.
Area 2
Cocole
Elemia

That narcissist from the other day said he had been attacked by Black Name,
but just what was that a moment ago?
Is there not a good amount because it's a rumor?

Area 3
Cocole
Brrrrrrr...
NAVICO What's wrong, Cocole?
Nothing, I just got a chill from imagining the narcissist getting scratched on
Cocole
his face...
NAVICO ...I wonder if he kept his sanity...
Area 4
NAVICO You recover one DP each minute!
I'm scared because the Navi-character suddenly started talking about game
Elemia
information...
Cocole
I know, I know.
Area 5: North Challusk Road
NAVICO
Cocole
Elemia

This quest's average WP consumption is higher in the mountains and
wilderness!
I can do it!
Cocole...
You look tired...
Area 6:

Elemia
Cocole

We're finally in the wilderness. Are you ready?
I'm ready.
So, I heard you like manga...
Area 7: Forgotten Field

Cocole
NAVICO
Elemia

NAVICO floats so easily in the air.
Floating in the air consumes 64 times the energy of walking.
What?! Is that true?!
Now now, it doesn't have to make sense, does it?
NAVICO
Remember, it's a game.
Elemia
Hey, can I kill this guy?
Player
!!!

Area 8
Cocole
Elemia

Once Elemia's hand is healed, I can get married...
I wonder if Black Name can stop saying that line...
Area 9

Wolf of the Wait!
Wilderness If you want to pass through this place, you'll have to duel with me first!
Oh, that's...
Elemia
Wolf of the Wilderness?!
Cocole
Wolf of the Wilderness?
Elemia
She's a genuine duelist with 3000 victories.
3000?!
Cocole
We can't beat such a player!
NAVICO We're in a pinch here!
Area 10
Huff puff... haha...
Wolf of the
I'll definitely win next time we meet!
Wilderness
Remember that!
Wolf of the Wilderness; isn't she a little weak?
Cocole
Did she really win 3000 duels?
3000 wins... 8000 losses.
Elemia
She snarls at people and challenges them without fear, so her nickname is
Wolf of the Wilderness.
3000 wins, 8000 losses...
Cocole
Well, it's still true whether you fight against a strong player or a weak
player...
Ms. Wolf...
NAVICO
is kind of pathetic, huh?
~Clinic~
Elemia
Medical

Did you know that you can heal wounds received from Black Name here?
To cure this wound...

NPC
Cocole
NAVICO
Cocole
Elemia

we need Healing Grass.
Oh!
Where is this Healing Grass?!
Healing Grass is found in the Doctor's Cave east of here.
Well, c'est la vie. Shall we go get it?
Elemia will slow us down, so she can stay here.
Hmph...

Chapter 4: Red Shadow
Area 1: Forgotten Field
NAVICO
Cocole
NAVICO
Cocole

Was it a good idea to leave Elemia behind?
It was for the best. For. The. Best.
Oh, okay.
She got carried away...
Area 2

Cocole
NAVICO

This wilderness is so intense all the time.
It is within specifications.
Area 3

Cocole
NAVICO
Player
Cocole

…
…
…
As long as we don't talk, nothing will happen...
Area 4

Cocole
NAVICO
Cocole

We finally got out of there! Level ground is the best!
Your legs are stiff as rods.
You were flying!
Area 5: North Challusk Road

Cocole
NAVICO
Cocole

What do you think Black Name is?
Is it an event? A bug?
What do you think?
CC Corp does not understand it.
They think it's an irregular bug...
You can say that as something made by CC Corp?
Area 6

NAVICO
Cocole

I'm tired. Why don't we take a break soon?
Play for an hour at a time!
You're also very irregular...
Area 7

NAVICO
Cocole

Go east from here and you'll find the Tower of Mac Lir.
We go south of here...
Area 8

NAVICO

Without proper weapons and gear, you're useless.
Area 9

NAVICO I have a feeling like a black figure was watching us not too long ago.
Cocole
Please don't say scary things, NAVICO...
Area 10
Cocole
It's like a black figure was watching us not long ago...
NAVICO Please don't say scary things, Cocole...
Area 11: Doctor's Forest
Black
Name
Cocole
???

Arrrrgggh...
We managed to defeat it.
If we kill it here, the hunter becomes the hunted.
Woah!

Player
Red
Shadow
Cocole
NAVICO
Cocole
Cocole
Red
Shadow

?!
...
Woah! Is someone hunting us?!
They're coming over here.
Do you want to join us?!
I'll be your partner!
...
...

Cocole

...
Umm, do you understand me?

Red
Shadow

...*Rustle rustle*

Cocole

He left...
What was that just now?
Area 12

Cocole

Well, not much we can do. Let's hurry on ahead.

Chapter 5: If We Don't Enter the Tiger's Den...
Area 1: Doctor's Cave
Cocole

If you thought it would be humid, this place is actually quite arid.
Area 2

NAVICO

The Healing Grass is found around this general area, around nine levels
underground.
Area 3

Cocole

Since this is my first dungeon, the anticipation is overwhelming.
Area 4

NAVICO I suggest raising your level!
Area 5
NAVICO

If there's anything you don't understand in the game, check the FAQ and
Help documents!
Area 6

Cocole

This dungeon feels like an adventure in itself.
Area 7

Cocole

8 more levels. Will it take long? What does Healing Grass look like?
It's a high-quality grass comprised of 100,000 polygons with a 2048x2048
NAVICO
pixel texture.
Cocole That's not what I meant...
NAVICO Cocole, my speech and behavior are programmed to be very cheeky.
Area 8
Mysterious
Oh, we meet again.
Female PC
Cocole
Oh, hello... what are you doing?
Mysterious
It's a water quality survey.
Female PC
Cocole
Ohhh. By the way, we didn't catch your name.
Flatley
My name is Flatley. It's a pleasure to meet you.
Cocole
I'm Cocole. I'm traveling with these two unfriendly ones here.
NAVICO Cocole... introduce me too...
Cocole
Everyone knows who you are. You don't need an introduction...
Area 9
Cocole

Found it! Healing Grass... is this it?
We got Healing Grass! Now, let's return to the Medical NPC in the
NAVICO
wilderness!
Cocole What a systematic way to talk...

Lilika
Cocole
Lilika
Player

Oh! Have you also come to get the magic stone?!
Hey! Keep silent like that and you'll startle someone!
I'm Lilika, the Multi Hunter who hunts for magic stones!
...
~After the Boss Battle~

Lilika
Cocole
Lilika
Cocole
Player
Cocole
Lilika

I lost... My dream is over!
Now, now. Don't give up on your dreams. We came to get some Healing
Grass, not a magic stone.
?! I thought I heard that there was a magic stone here, so I came to get it and
I was saved.
Because you kept profoundly silent...
...
Haa... Well, we have to get going on some unrelated business.
Thank you for your help! Ah, I want you to tell me if you find a magic stone!
Chapter 6: The Eight Fragments
Area 1: Scales Forest

Cocole The dungeon was nice, but being out in the sun is the best!
NAVICO It's virtual though, you know.
Cocole Oh, you didn't know? The virtual is also part of reality, right?
Area 2
Cocole
NAVICO
Player
NAVICO
Cocole
Cocole

Black Name isn't around anymore...
Oh, there, in the shade of that tree!
?!
A beautiful flower!
…
It may be a good idea to turn her off now.
Area 3

NAVICO …

Cocole

What's wrong? You suddenly stopped and went silent.
Keep restraining my childish behavior and I'll eventually become a child
NAVICO
who says nothing.

Area 4: North Challusk Road
We're gradually getting farther away from where Black Name was.
We can finally breath easily.
NAVICO It's common to get attacked near the exit...
Cocole
Please stop saying things like that or I'll turn you off.
Cocole

Area 5
I don't see many NAVICOs around. Just how many players have them turned
on?
NAVICO As of right now, 3217 users have navigation turned on.
That's less than 0.02% of all players...
Cocole
That's why I rarely see NAVICOs.
Cocole

Area 6
NAVICO By the way...
Cocole ?
NAVICO My mental calculations are surprisingly fast.
Cocole I think they are unnecessarily fast, but what do you think, NAVICO?
Area 7
Cocole

Is Healing Grass a rare item?
Not at all.
NAVICO
It is ordinarily sold in big towns.
NAVICO It was only simple to take it from the cave if it was there.
Cocole Hmph...
Area 8
Cocole

The wilderness again...

Give me a break...
NAVICO I will become strong again!
Area 9: Forgotten Field
NAVICO

In the wilderness WP consumption increases, but gold and experience
increase too!
Area 10

The designer is definitely a sadist to have placed a Medical NPC so deep in
such a wilderness!
Cocole
A wounded person is walking in this wilderness?!
NAVICO Cocole is so considerate.
Cocole

Area 11
Cocole
Come on, just a little more. You can do it, Cocole!
NAVICO She's finally started talking to herself.
Area 12
Wolf of the
Wait!
Wilderness
Cocole
You made it...
NAVICO You caught up, Wolfie.
Wolf of the Don't call me “Wolfie!”
Wilderness This time I'll have the last word!
NAVICO It's... time to go hunting...
Cocole
NAVICO?!
Area 13
Wolf of
the
Damn it!
Wilderne I'll win tomorrow for sure!
ss
Cocole Well I'll definitely be here again tomorrow!

Cocole Here, the Healing Grass.
Medical Thanks, we received it.
NPC
Please wait a moment.
Pyrroline!
NAVICO
Elemia's hand has completely recovered!
Cocole That was a very sudden systematic remark...
Elemia Alright, I can move it...
Cocole Now I can fight when Black Name comes.
By the way, why was Elemia in the Scales Temple?
Cocole
Gathering a legendary book of secrets?
Elemia The legend is the same, but it's not a book. It's a relief.
Cocole A relief?
That right, a legendary relief.
Elemia
Few know of it and none have seen it.
However, the relief is said to have broken into eight pieces and they are said
Elemia
to really exist somewhere out there.
Elemia I am looking for them.
Sounds interesting!
Cocole
Can we join you in your search?!
Elemia Huh?

Chapter 7: Searching for the Relief
Area 1: Forgotten Field
Cocole By the way, is there something we use to gather the legendary relief?
Elemia You guys were going to try to collect them without knowing this?
Area 2
Elemia As it's said to be a legend, there are a lot of rumors about it.
Elemia There's a rumor that The World will end when all eight pieces are collected.
Area 3
Elemia

Another rumor is that all your wishes will come true.

It seems there were also ancient drawings of it...
That one showed seven though...
Cocole likes old drawings!
Elemia
I love them!
NAVICO Things have gotten intense all of a sudden.
Cocole Don't say that...
Cocole

Area 4
Elemia One rumor says that receive the ultimate weapon.
Elemia In my opinion, these rumors are not very credible.
Cocole Why?
Because the contents of the legendary secret texts are faded.
Elemia
I bet the stories got mixed up over time.
Cocole Indeed.
Area 5: North Challusk Road
Cocole Where are we heading now?
The information on Scales Temple was false.
Elemia I'm heading south to the Pilgrimage Capital Charlton to gather more
information.
Area 6
Cocole Do you have the relief, Elemia?
Unfortunately I don't have it, so we have a long way to go.
Elemia
But this is fun, isn't it?
Area 7
Cocole
NAVICO
Player
Elemia
Cocole

...
...
...
...What's going on?
It's nice someone here is talking!

Area 8
I hope Black Name doesn't come out!
Cocole I hope Black Name doesn't come out!
I hope Black Name doesn't come out!
Elemia ?
NAVI
When we came to get the Healing Grass, Black Name appeared around here.
CO
Area 9
Elemia By the way, do you know Black Name's identity? Is it an event?
Cocole No idea.
Area 10: Doctor's Forest
Cocole By the way, there was a strange PC around here.
Elemia A strange PC?
I was hunting another PC with a red body.
Cocole
The mood differed somewhat from a duel.
Elemia A red PC following a Black PC?
Area 11
Cocole
NAVICO
Cocole
Elemia
Player
Cocole

We passed safely through the forest!
Congratulations!
Thank you!
...
...
...What?
Area 12: North Challusk Road

It would be good if we could move around quickly with vehicles or warppoints.
The current world is chaotic.
Elemia
It seems that there were airships and motorbikes in the past.
Elemia It's a characteristic of online games that long-time players gather together and
Cocole

enthusiastically chat about the old days.
Cocole So true.
Area 13
Elemia Cocole, have you ever played online games other than The World?
I have.
Cocole
Habanero Online!
Elemia Pardon?
It's a game where you compete to develop the spiciest habanero chili pepper,
Cocole but I don't like it when ultra-spicy ones come out of the Gasha (vending
machine)!
Elemia What a unique game...
Area 14
Cocole Which games do you play, Elemia?
Elemia Almost all of them.
Cocole Huh?
Elemia All of them.
Area 15
NAVICO You can see it in the east from here...
Cocole Let's get going or I'll leave you behind, NAVICO.
NAVICO Tsk...
Area 16: West Swill Road
Cocole

There were many passers-by earlier.
Pilgrims who take the north-south road and merchants who take the east-west
Elemia
road come together in this area.
NAVICO You know a lot!
Elemia I don't have to rely on Navi-characters.
NAVICO That's a shame...
Area 17

Elemia I'll need two breathers since we came this far.
Cocole Two breathers... isn't it just “a breather?”
Area 18
Black
Name

Roarrrrrr...

He suddenly appeared!
He surprised us!
Cocole Ahhh!
It's a moving cadaver?
NAVICO
It's some sort of demon, right, Cocole?
Elemia (I don't want to play a beat-'em-up game with Cocole...)
Cocole

Area 19: Pilgrimage Capital Charlton
Cocole I saw it! Pilgrimage Capital Charlton!
Elemia It's amazing no matter how many times I look at it.
Area 20
~Central Market~
Elemia
Kouichi
Kouichi
Kouichi
Cocole
Elemia
Kouichi
Elemia

I like to explore a bit...
You!
You!
...
It can't be...
Did you come all this way to gaze upon me?
No, not at all.
You're mistaken.
Hey, let's go on ahead.
We came to gather information on the relief.
Please excuse us.
Reliefs as in the Eight Reliefs?
Do you know about them, Kouichi?!

Cocole ...
Kouichi I only know the rumors...
If that's what you're looking for, why don't you go to the Ethe's Temple at the
Kouichi end of the southern route?
There seems to be an amazingly talented fortune-teller there.
A fortune-teller, eh?
Elemia
It's better than no information at all.
Kouichi My fee for giving you that information is simply your praise and admiration!
Elemia Alright then, let's head for the Ethe's Temple!
Kouichi Listen to meeee!

Chapter 8: The Unperplexing Forest
Area 1: Pilgrimage Capital Charlton
Cocole A fortune-teller...
Indeed!
Elemia
Can we win a battle with the conditions she forecasts?!
Cocole Elemia, you suddenly become so intense with just one story clue...
Elemia ?!
Area 2: South Chalves Road
Cocole By the way, I've never been south of Charlton before.
NAVICO South of here is the Unperplexing Forest.
Cocole Will we wander forever?
NAVICO We won't stray from the path.
Area 3: Unperplexing Forest
I wonder, were there many who got lost, fell asleep, and never returned from
the forest?
Elemia There were a lot, now that you mention it...
NAVICO It seems that the Unperplexing Forest was named by a nature-loving game
Cocole

designer.
NAVICO It was named like that to dispel the negative image of the forest in the game.
Cocole What an abuse of authority...
Area 4
Black
Name
Cocole
Cocole
Elemia

Roarrrr...

There’s no way a Black Name could be in a place like this.
Huh? NAVICO?
Did NAVICO go astray in the previous battle?
We’ve lost NAVICO it seems.
Cocole
Now, let’s move onward so NAVICO’s sacrifice is not in vain.
Elemia You don’t have to say it with such a big bright smile...
Area 5
NAVICO
Player
Cocole
NAVICO

Being left behind was terrible, Master!
?!
Tsk!
You’re clicking your tongue at me?!
Area 6

Cocole It was truly an unperplexing forest...
NAVICO I got stranded alone...
...
Cocole
Are you the type to hold a grudge?
Area 7: South Chalves Road
NAVICO By the way...
Cocole What is it?
NAVICO Nevermind...
Area 8
NAVICO From here on, you can see Cocole’s favorite wilderness expand before you.

Cocole You just tried to say this a little while ago, didn’t you?
NAVICO What are you talking about?
Cocole Typical NAVICO...
Area 9: Stormy Field
Cocole
NAVICO
Cocole
NAVICO

Remember that you are in the wilderness...
Yes.
Wolfie...
Are you well?
Area 10

Cocole
Elemia
Cocole

Do you mind the wilderness, Elemia?
It's easier than the mountains.
You mean there are areas more difficult than the wilderness?!!

Chapter 9: The Water of Guidance
Area 1: Stormy Field
Cocole
Flatley
Cocole
Flatley
Cocole
Flatley

I tried my best! I worked hard!
Congratulations!
Flatley?!
From now on we'll do research on the wind strength in the wilderness.
Find what's causing the strong winds and shut it down with all your might.
Please don't say such dangerous things... ^_^;
Area 2: South Chalves Road

NAVICO I wonder whether to prioritize skills or draws in a duel.
It is more powerful if the draws and number of charges are increased rather
NAVICO
than the half attack skill.
Area 3

NAVICO Power bonuses are added based on the number of successful power charges.
Your power is increased by the charges and you get bonus charges! That's
NAVICO
amazing!
Area 4
Cocole This fortune-teller... is she fascinating?
Elemia We decided she's an old hag with a martial artist for a brother!
Cocole That's oddly specific...
Elemia An old hag!
Cocole ...
Area 5
Black
Name
Elemia

Roarrrr!

The encounter rate is kind of random compared to before.
Elemia's battle continues on into the future...
NAVICO
That's right! For eternity!
Cocole Cut it out...
Area 6: Ethe's Temple
Wow!
Cocole That's a dazzling temple.
I smell money!
NAVICO You're looking to make money?
Cocole Who are you?
~Main Hall: In Front of Fortune Teller's~
Fortunetelling
Welcome to Ethe's Temple.
NPC
I would like information on the legendary reliefs that are rumored to exist by
Elemia
numerous players.
Fortunetelling
Certainly. However… there are conditions for my fortune-telling.
NPC

Elemia
Cocole
Fortunetelling
NPC
NAVICO
Elemia
NAVICO
NAVICO
NAVICO
Cocole
Elemia

Is it a battle?!
It’s a battle, isn’t it?!
Please be quiet, Cocole.
I have used up the Water of Guidance needed for fortune-telling and I’d like
you to procure some for me.
The Water of Guidance?
Do you know of it, NAVICO?!
I think I forgot, since I’ve only just started my job...
From here we cross the seashore of the valley forest in the northwest...
It’s in to the Naraka Cave beyond the forest.
Well then, let’s go get the Water of Guidance!
Battle...

Chapter 10: Passing Through The Dark Green
Area 1: Ethe's Temple
If you know the location an the item, NAVICO, does that mean you also
know the location of the reliefs?
NAVICO Not at all. I only have knowledge of items up to ★★★rarity.
Elemia I see. That doesn’t help a whole lot here.
Elemia

Area 2: South Chalves Road
Cocole What do you think is causing the Black Names to appear?
Elemia Why do you ask all of a sudden?
Cocole Even though they all look the same, each appearance is disconnected from the
others.
Well, even though it’s similar to one, I don’t think it’s an event character.
Cocole There are rumors that it deletes characters too.
Elemia …
Area 3
Cocole Maybe the Black Name attacks people like in zombie movies and turn those

people into zombies too.
Elemia Eeeeeeek!
Area 4
Cocole
Elemia
Cocole
Player
NAVICO
Player

Why don’t we try an experiment?
An experiment?
How about we attack him and really have our characters deleted?
?!
That’s a good idea, Cocole.
?!!
Area 5

NAVICO
Player
Cocole
NAVICO
Cocole

It hurts, Master.
...
Navi-characters can feel pain...
That’s how we’re configured.
Let’s not talk about your settings...
Area 6: Valley Forest Beach

NAVICO When all deck units are gone, it’s the final secret! Activate the final blow!
Area 7
NAVICO It’s best if the first unit’s level increases on average.
Raise it to it’s limit and it’ll be strong, but it’ll require a lot of experience
Cocole
points.
Area 8
Elemia I increased a unit’s level!
Cocole It’s such a refreshing feeling...
When the unit appeared it was strong, but when the unit disappeared, it was a
Elemia
terrible drawback!
Cocole You’re making my heart race...

Area 9
Elemia
Cocole
NAVICO
Elemia
Player
Cocole

How did you raise your strength, Cocole?
It’s a secret!
I erupted into a murderous rage long ago, Elemia.
What a coincidence, so did I.
Yup, yup.
All of you?!
Area 10

NAVICO From here on, the forest between the mountains will become a valley.
Cocole Hmm... it's mostly a clear path.
Area 11: Valley Forest
NAVICO This is the halfway point of the forest.
Cocole The branches are entwined and my beautiful skin is getting scratched.
NAVICO Oh, I see.
Area 12
Cocole
Black
Name
Colemia
Cocole
Elemia
Cocole

Tsk... Such a remote area...
Roarrrrrr...
This may require a serious investigation.
If we go into the cave, the Black Name may attack us...
Nooooooooooooo!
Well, let's go into the cave.

